Typical Cladding on cavity
battens on building paper

Typical timber wall with
timber size and treatment
complying with NZBC

Typical timber wall with
timber size and treatment
complying with NZBC

Min R value of insulation if
required to comply with NZBC

Typical Cladding on cavity
battens on building paper

Lintel if required is to
comply with NZS 3604
or approved equivalent

Typical head flashing with stop ends to
comply with NZBC E2 external moisture
and B2 durability

FS730 free standing unit

260mm x 260mm ideal opening

500
505 Lid

192

202
to flue

Flashing tucks up
under cladding and
building paper - fix to
studs/blocking
Horizontal
termination unit
Wind Shield
Jamb flashing behind
shown dashed

755 Lid
735

100Ø inner 110Ø outer
flexible flue exhaust

115min to 200max
adjustable flue thimble with
230Ømin wall penetration to
be flashed and/or sealed to
match NZBC E2 external
moisture or equivalent

10min cover as per
NZBC E2 Note:
Flashing may be
required depending
on cladding type ect.
and/or if room
torrences

1

900mm long 230Ø flue liner

Air seal around all sides
of penetration careful not
to seal around the
adjustable part of thimble

10min

50
60

Wall underlay dressed into
opening with flexible
flashing tape installed at
trimming studs as per
NZBC E2/AS1 ensure to fix
underlay to studs to prevent
it falling onto thimble

5

Anti capillary gap as
per NZBC E2 external
moisture or equivalent

Wall plate screw
fixed to wall

75Ø inner 85Ø outer flexible flue intake

HEAD AND SILL DETAIL

PLAN
A

B

C

C

Scale: 1:20

Scale: 1:5
If wall is load bearing
lintel to be sized
according to NZBC or
approved equivalent

120

288

370

320

115min to 200max
adjustable flue thimble with
230Ø min wall penetration
to be flashed and/or sealed
to match NZBC E2 external
moisture or equivalent

Horizontal Wind Shield
covering horizontal flue
termination

90° 230Ø flue cover rivet
fixed onto flue liner with
supplied black head rivets

Wall plate screw
fixed into wall

900mm long 230Ø flue liner

Convertor box

755 Lid
735

Viewable glass area

470

AF700 Fireplace insert
behind shown dashed

IMPORTANT:
This technical sheet should
be used in conjunction with
AF-FS Series installation
manual, the latest version
can be found on our
website www.escea.com;
Scale: 1:20
failure to do so may result
in improper specification
and/or design leading to an inadequate/poor
installation.

FS730 removable fascia
F.L.

F.L.

ELEVATION 1
1
Scale: 1:20

NOTE:
Do not attempt to install
flue without using the
inroom template and
instructions
included
with the flue kit.

G.L.
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NOTES: Before beginning
your installation, consult
with your local building
code agency or fire
officials and insurance
representative to ensure
compliance.
A hearth is not required,
however it may be used
for
decorative/protective
purposes.
The
hearth
should not obscure the air
inlet of the fire.

FS730 free standing unit fixed
to floor using the four securing
holes in each corner of the unit

620
753

505 Lid
500

192

1969

1780 approx. to opening

1969

75Ø inner 85Ø outer
flexible flue intake

75Ø inner 85Ø outer
flexible flue intake

900

900

900mm long 230Ø flue liner
100Ø inner 110Ø outer
flexible flue exhaust

100Ø inner 110Ø outer
flexible flue exhaust

202
to flue
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GENERAL CONSTRUCTION AND
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